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felt the injustice, unnaturalness, and degradation of the
existing society, but he was not content to stop with
mere destruction and negations. He saw what education
might do to purify social conditions and to elevate the
people by intellectual, moral, and industrial training, and
he longed to apply it universally and to develop methods
in keeping with nature.
Pestalozzi's achievements contained the germ of modern
pedagogy, as well as of educational reform. It was he that
stimulated educationalists, instead of accepting formal
principles and traditional processes, to work out carefully
and patiently the development of the child mind and to
embody the results in practice. From him have come
the prevailing reforms in the present teaching of lan-
guage lessons, arithmetic, drawing, writing, reading, ge-
ography, elementary science, and music. In harmony
with his improved methods, Pestalozzi also started a
different type of discipline. His work made clear the
new spirit in the school by which it has approached the
atmosphere of the home. He found the proper relation
of pupil and teacher to exist in sympathy and friendship,
or, as he states it, in "love." This attitude, which ap-
pears so fully in his kindly treatment of the poor children
at Neuhof and Stanz (Fig. 51), constituted the greatest
contrast to that of the brutal schools of the times, and
introduced a new conception into education.
Spread of his methods through Europe. — The " ob-
servational 7? methods of Pestalozzi and institutions similar
to his were soon spread throughout the nations of Europe.
"While in the beginning but few of the Swiss schools incor-
porated the Pestalozzian ideas, these reforms soon secured
a firm foothold in Germany. The innovations began to
appear in Prussia with the opening of the century, and in

